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This is an interesting study that documents the WRF model performance against a new
measurement technique for the challenging Arctic region.

Just two remarks:

-In the study you use the WRF 3.3.1 version. It is known that WRF versions older than
the release 3.4.1 is suffering from a bug in the YSU scheme concerning the stable
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boundary layer. It appeared that the stability was not correctly activated. This results
in too deep stable boundary layers, with low levels jets that are too much diluted (thick
and low wind speeds). These have been documented in
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Although I believe the model biases that are shown also are the result of other aspects
of the modelling effort, perhaps it is worth checking.

-A second question is related to the land/snow-atmosphere coupling. The representa-
tion of the complex process of how to represent the heat and moisture transport from
the subsurface and the land surface to the atmosphere is crucial. Do the model results
remain the same in case another land-surface scheme is used?
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